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OVERVIEW

High-end new 2-bedroom apartment in an excellent
location on Carrer Muntaner.

Muntaner-Galvany Apartments is a brand new development in a refurbished 8-storey
building on Carrer Muntaner in the prestigious Sarrià-Sant Gervasi area. Ideally
located for enjoying the ultimate Barcelona lifestyle, these residences are near the
leafy Turó Park, lively Avinguda Diagonal, the glamorous boutiques of Passeig de
Gracia and within easy reach of Barcelona's fascinating Old Town and the beach.

From the luxurious marble and walnut wood lobby with brand new Otis lifts, to the
mobile panels offering sun protection on the façade, every last detail of this building
exudes style and quality.

This particular property is located on the first floor of the building and measures 86
m². On entering we find the wonderful, bright open plan living, dining and fully fitted
kitchen space. A hall leads us to a bathroom, the first bedroom and the master
bedroom with its ensuite bathroom.

Finished to a very high standard, the property features built-in wardrobes, quality
oak flooring with underfloor heating, air conditioning ducts, double glazed windows
with automatic blinds and a video-entry phone, just to mention a few details. What's
more, each property comes with its own convenient storage room included in the
price, located on the lower ground level of the building.

This newly refurbished high-end home would be ideal as a permanent residence or
pied-a-terre property in an unbeatable Barcelona location.

lucasfox.com/go/bcn10525

Natural light, Air conditioning,
Double glazing, Heating,
Near international schools, New build,
Storage room, Transport nearby
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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